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Abstract
This paper has three major sections.

In the first section, the domain

And assumptions of the supervision process.are defined.

19rproviding individual supervisory assistance to impro
effectiveness is described.

Next, aforMat
classroom

In the last section, five phases of a positive

A:supervisory experience are described with examples from both a supervisor's

and teacher's point of view.

During the entrance phase, the teacher and

administrator discuss the format and expectations for supervision.

In the

diagnosis phase, the teacher and supervisor decide the focus for supervision.
During the technical success stage, the teacher and supervisor are success,

ful in modifying professional behavior.

The fourth phase, examining meaning

for self, the teacher and supervisor examine the implications of technical
.....

,success for their professional role and their personal lives, During the
reintegration phase, both teacher and supervisor consolidate the meanings
Axf professional and personal change, integrate the technical successes into

the professional repertoire and disengage from the supervisory relationship.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper is written for a growing audience who are seeking the
answers to the questions:

"What is it like to be supervised ? "; What is

it like to conduct instructional supervision?"

We assume that.5upervision ispossible where the superintendent places
a priority on improving classroom instruction and provides appropriatetraining for-principals, central'office personnel and teachers (Ryan and,
113,1Acox,. 1980; Neagley and Evans, 1980).

However, supervision.is

notv(3.

role whiCh is comfortable for many educators.. Given how little supervision
around

classroom instruction takes"place in schools, we cou d conclude

that few administrators enjoy doing- supervision
1974).

1 & Hill,

This is pot surprisin-gaswe believe it is on

of the Most diffi-,

//

cult professional-activitiessto master.

And if, as/for most supervisors,

there is -also a requirement to administer a school, or a district, then
/

conducting classroom supervision is relegated to the .back burner while
other -fires are being put out.

The paper begins to answer those questions, by defining the dobain

of supervision, and listing three assumptions underlying the supervisory
process.

A format for structuring the supervisory experience and.five

phases of a positive supervisCry experience are described.

Two vignettes,

one from a beginning teacher's viewpoint, the other from an experienced
supervisor 's /principal//' /'viewpoint, are used to illustrate the five phases

of a positive superv;t'ory experience.

While this is a paper mainly concerned

//

with the psycholo ical process of supervision, we believe that the focus of

.supervision for teachers should be toward improving classroom instruction.
..--tor this reason student engaged time .(the amount of time students spend

.

actively working on a task) and student success, two areas research point
.

to as affecting student outcomes-in basic skills, are used co provide thefocus, or technical content in each of the examples.

3
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'DOMAIN AND ASSUMPTIONS OF THE SUPERVISION PROCESS

Ask yourself, "When was it that I asked my boss for help in performing my professional role?"

The answer probably reflects most people's

'reluctance about' supervision; of course there are exceptions.

Supervision is for many an uncomfortable experience.
-making friends, or working with a peer on a project.

It isn't like

The supervisory

process may call up feelings of inadequacy, of being judged, of having
-to conform to the arbitrary standards of others.

Supervisors, as well

as supezvisees, feel tensions within this relationship.

decisions

_have_been made capriciously,-affecting people's personal ind professional
lives.

Even if this hasn't happened, most will admit a slight discomfort

.at a yearly evaluation.

There is a loss of control.

These are natural

:feelings abolit-the uncomfortable relationship of supervision.

Giveif

these connotations about supervision, the domain of supervision is defined below.
'Supervision in the helping professions usually, consists of three
roles:

the supervisor (suCh as a principal, content area specialist' or

-another teacher), the supervisee (in this case, the teacher) and the
client (the students).

1

The perspective of this paper is that the domain

-One could also see the superintendent of small and medium size districts serving this function with their prinipals. In this case, the
teachers are seen as third party, while. the,superintendent serves in the
role of supervisors and the principal in the role of supervisee. However,
.given certain minimum conditions, the supervisory relationships and pro-ceases could be the same.

4

of supervision rests on the supervisor and supervisee exploring the
patterns of their behavior and the meanings that each attaches to those
patterns.

The goal of this exploration is the improvement of professional

practice such,that each individual's role (i.e.; supervisor, supervisee
4

and client) is more fully realized.
.

For example, it is the role of the

-

student to learn; the role of the teacher is to guide students' learning;
and the role of the principal is to support the teacher and students in
that process.

When using the term supervisor, wL mean the person who has the formal authority, by wirture of his/her role position, to do formal evaluations of a professional's performance within an organization, or someone
who has input into such an evaluation.

It is this supervisor who has the

major responsibility for communicating and refining the organization's
intentions to those whom he/she evaluates (Etzioni, 1964).

This definition

makes explicit the idea that supervision and evaluation do not happen
independently.

The definition also links supervision to professional

growth and to the purpose and goals of the organizati6n in which the supervision takes place.

In a positive supervisory relationship, the major outcome for both
the supervisor and supervisee is an increased competence in performing
their professional roles, although at times the supervisor and supervisee
may delve into more personal matters (Herrick, 1977; Squires, 1978).

Cogan

(1973) would argue that the domain of supervision should be limited

strictly to the behavior patterns of teachers.

However, this prohibition

does. not recognize the meaningsothat professionals attach/ to theirbehavior.

On the other hand, supervision is not a therapy or a counseling, relationship (Hansen, 1971).

What appears to diffe,e%tiate therapy' from supervision

is the emphasis on professional role (Squives, 1978).

Three assumptiOns about supervision provide structure for the rest of
0

the ideas presented in this paper.

One assumption that forms the basis for the supervisory process is
that behavior is observable and patterned.

If one enters a classroom, one

can observe the activit4es going on there -- students looking toward the
teacher, the teacYer.wr

ng on the board, moving,around the room, and

asking questions of other students.

All this can be observed.

Yarther this observable behavior is patterned in that the behaviors
.

show some consistency and regularity over time.
and end with some regularity.

For example, classes begin

Some teachers_begin the lesson when the bell'

rings; others after all students are seated at their desks.

As another

example, the process of instruction usually.consistsof segments such as
.reviewr.presentation of new material, guided practice, and independent

practice.

Not only are most classroom environments patterned, but people's

interactions with their environment' are also. patter,d.

For example, Mr.

.

.

Jones has patterned the environment so that lessons begin

n time, students

%.

keep busy, and homeWork is usually assigned after the bell h as rung.

Mr.

Jones also know's that despite this careful patterning of the environment,

if May sits by Tasha, neither will complete their seat work.

These

t

patterns govern the practice of teaching and supervising.
Teachers and students live these patterns most of the time.

The

patterns help to reduce uncertainty and provide a safe and predictable
environment to which to worR and learn.

6
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However, these behavior patterns

1

may promote or discourgge students' learning.

A second assumption is that individuals attach different meanings or
This is done by relating the

values to the same behavior Ratterns.

behavior patterns to diffAent criteria such; as "professional manner,"
"student achievement" or "student self-concept."
individuals may dis

For example, two

ree on the appropriateness of a teacher-directed,

structured approach to teaching becaus9 one values students' achievement

on standardized tests of reading and mathematics while the other values
students' learning to take charge of their own live,.. Both may see the
'same quiet, task-oriented class, yet b

/

patterns differently.

would interpret the behavior

Like these individuals, most.of As make jumps or

leaps from the behavior we observe to inferenCes about that behavior.

We have a tendent to. judge what we see by personal standards and by
d

.

our own beliefs about what is good, true and right.

While it'is not

possqie to stop our leaps from data to judgement, in
the-professional
0
world of teaching and supervising it is necessary to be able to explicitly
trace the'path of our judgements back to the data themselves and for the

teacher, and supervisor to share that Joey through the supervisory
'relationship.' It is also impottant to Abe able to explicitly state the

criteria that are being used to make judgements.

4

A third assumption of supervision is that. there are observable
4

classroom patterns that are meaningfully related tb important studerit
outcomes.

However, until recently, there were lew classroom behairior

I

patternsiwhichhad been identified objectively thibugh research.

1
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Cogan (1973) laments, "The still unbridged gap between the observed
0

behavior of teachers and the learning outcomes of students represents
a serkous weakness JAr the use of observation systems in clinical super-

vision" (p. 160). -Happily, this is less the case today.

Many large-

scale classroom. studies are bridging the gap between classroom inter-

action and students' learning outcomes.

As a result, there are a number

of teaching and learning behavior patterns supported by research studies

which relate to student outcomes on standardized tests of basic skills,
at least at the elementary level ,(Huitt and agars, 1980).

These

behaviors have the possibility of significantly improving schools'

--

instructional outcomes as the behaviors form the foundation of the schools'
supervisory system (Bailey and Morrill, 1980).

The key here ib to have

those behaviors take on meaning for teachers and_instructIonal supervisors
within the school.
supervision.
0

This is the proper domain and content of instructional

In the sext section of the paper, we -Z1.13. discuss one

format which may provide format for structuring the supervisory relationship.

8
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A FORMAT FOR INDIVIDUAL SUPERVISION
Individual supervision provides a format which can be used by super-

visors and others to help provide structure and safety in the uncomforf.

able supervisory relationship.

In this section, we explain individual

supervisory format by describing the steps of a "clinical" supervisory
ciele.

In our opinion,: the use of clinical supervision provides one of

the best foimats for individual supervision in schools.

'

Research

documenting the effectiveness of this format is reported in Sullivan
(1980).

More detailed rationales and explanation of this format. can be

found in Cogan (1973), Goldhammer(1969), Anderson and Krajewsky (1980).
"Tile-" clinical --supervisory-models- -consist of-- at-- least_four_.steps z_ the

preconference, the observation, the analysis and reflection, and the
follow-up conference.

It is generally assumed that the schoolin.which

supervision takes place has provided appropriate training for all staff
in the format of the supervisory model, and has a clear way of rating
professional performance' which is understood by the staff, and is consistent with teacher association contracts.

The suggestions made in this section are prescriptive and are
intended for'the supervisors and teachers new to supervision.

Naturally,

both supervisor and teacher will adapt to their rolekas supervision

.

progresses.

The Preconference
During the preconference, the supervisor and teacher set the goals
for the up-coming observation.

These goals are consistent with the general

9
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.

:goals: set by the supervisor and teacher during ptevious supervisory

Amnions.

Specific,data collection methods are reviewed to determine if

they are appropriate for the goals to be accomplished.
the obieryation to occur.

A time is set for

The teacher assures the supervisor that.the:

-classroom situation is.in appropriate one-for the problem at hand.

For a supervisor and teacher Who have some common experience with
-=the Supervisory process, the preconference may last only five minutes.
-On the other_hand-, supervisors and administrators just beginning this

process in a school-wide effort, will realize the value of fully modeling
a preconfernece to provide\She teacher with vital understandings necessary
to-the successful completion of beginning a positive supervisor experience.

MUring the pre2onference, both supervisor and teacher establish an environ"P.

::_ment where the ground rules are kno6.

.TheObservation
:The purpose of the observation and type of data to be collected is
,established during the preconference.

The administrator or supervisor

'arrive at the classroom on time and takes his/her place in a place agreed
,upon during the preconference.

The supervisor does not interupt either

the teacher or the students in the lesson, unless this was agreed to in
1-tthe preconferefted. -During-the observation, the supervisor records the

data in the manner agreed upon during the preconference.

may als

The supkvisor

note other data not Included on the particular-form.being used,

4but hiCh pertain to the goals identified in the preconference.
auring the-observatiori, the supervi'sor carefully notes.patterns in
-fithe-.classroom.

The supertrisoi is probably advised to spend time looking

10
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for patterns of the students, as the students generally are the best source

of evidence that learning is taking place.

atterns of this

Teachers appreciate this, as

e may go unrecognized by the teacher, especially in

-- large classrooms or where there is much; individual activity.

The super-

,

visor resists the impulse to find fault with the'classroom.

Instead,

the supervisor notes the many positive patterns which are in evidence and
-

contribute to students' learning.

The supervisor knows from experience

__that in many of the classrooms in the school, a, number of the learningteaching patterns promote students' learning.
.1-

The supervisor realizes the importance of taking detailed notes on
-classroom patterns, as this provides a helpful history for the teacher

Nand supervisor to use in discussing the class during the post-conference.
'The -supervisor also uses the notes to jot down hunches or hypothesis that
be/she slight want to discuss with the teacher in the.poat -conference.

'When leaving, the supervisor is as inconspicuoub as possible.

At this

:time, no judgement about the class-is given, for the patterns of the obi

imervation need to'be discussed more fully with the teacher during the post lconference.

The supervisor leaves with, a goodbye and a promise to meet

4with the teacher in a post-conference during the next few days.

As both

teacher and supervisor have been trained in data gathering and pattern
---,

-analysis, the supervisor duplicates a copy of the observation notes and

gives them to the teacher.

Analysis and Reflection
After the observation, the teacher may record notes of patterns that
-were observed during the class.

The teacher may also want to( record areas

11

for discussion during the conference.

When the teacher receives the super-

visor's notes and an appointment for the conference, the teacher sets
aside time to carefully reflect on the supervisor's notes and discern
patterns that appear in the data.

The supervisor also takes time to orepare

for the conference by reviewing the observation form and jotting down a
few areas that relate to the goal identified in the pteconference.
supervisor fu(

.

The

reflects on the positive patterns which assisted stu-

dent learning, as these provide the key for assisting the teacher to improve in the goal area identified.

The supervisor may want to list sev-

-era]: areas which could become the focus of the conference.

Thus, both teacher and supervisor have studied, analyzed and reflected
on the Alata generated by the observation.

thit data.

Both have:discerned patterns,in

And both teacher and supervisor come to the conference with

.areas that they wish to discuss related to the goal set during the precon-

ference.

By completing these tasks before the conference,; both the

-teacher and the supervisor help to assure that the post-conference is
-productive.

Post-Conference
One. -conference format is suggested below.' Beginning supervisors may

lmatto keep a copy on their desks, and give a copy to the teacher to add
structure to the supervisory conferences.

This allows the conference to

'stay on track, especially if the supervisor makes that-one of the goals
-of =the conference. _However, this is not the only conference format avail.

..1111h1e, <see Acheson and Gall, 1980, for other examples).

Whatever confer-

.once format is agreed upon, both supervisor and teacher need to practice

Its:use.

Once both are proficient, variations will come more easily.

12

CONFERENCE MODEL
The Champagne-Morgan Conference Strategy
(Champagne & Hogan, 1978)

The following are steps of the model and sample statements for each step:
PHASE I: SETTING-GOALS AND COMMITMENTS TO A GOAL
Step 1.
Objectives are specified.
"I called you in today to discuss the following issues

.

.

."

Step 2.

All data relating to objectives is shared.
"Let's talk for a few minutes about how you see this and how
I see it before we begin to suggest ways to deal with it."

Step 3.

Agreement is made to focus on "key" objectives.
H
.
.
. seems to be the key issue that we can begin to wit on
today.

Step 4.

Agreement is made that some behavior changes are appropriate.
"Am I .right that yot want to tryto do that differently?"

PHASE II: GENERATION AND SELECTION OF PROCEDURES OR BEHAVIOR
Step 5.
Positive-appropriate 'behaviors in the setting related to the
objectives are identified and reinforced.
"What was that neat thing you did today; perhaps we can build
the new procedure on that?"

Step 6.

Alternative behaviors or re-emphases are identified and examined.
"Before we decide what we are,going to do, let us try to think
of 3 or 4 different ways to approach this."

Step 7.

An.alternative behavior is selected.
"Which one of these ideas seem the best one to begin working
with?"

BleT11.

Detailed implementation plans for the selected alternative are
completed.
"Now that we have selected a way to go, our text step is to
_plan in. detail what that means."

Step 8a.

lIfappropriate)

Plans made are practiced or role-played.
"Try out Steps 1 and:3 of-this process on me here, now. We
may need more work on it."

PHASE III: COMMITMENTS' AND CRITERIA OF SUCCESS ARESPECIFIED
Step 9.
Criteria for successful implementation of selected behavior
are decided and agreed upon.
"Will youlsuggest some ways we can measure whether our plans
are working?"
,Step 10.

-Feedback is shared on purpbses, commitments and perceptions of
conference.
"We have worked on . . . today, what do you think we have
accomplished?"

Step 11.

Commit6ents of both parties are reviewed.'
"O.K., here is what I have promised to do, and here is what I
think you have promised to do . . . Do you agree?"

CONFERENCE TERMINATES

-

atv

FIVE PHASES OF A POSITIVE SUPERVISORY EXPERIENCE

One way to feel more at ease in a.supervisory relationship, uncom,fortable as that relationship may be, is to have a map of the terrain.
In this section the five phases of a positive supervisory experience are
.

described in order to provide such a map.

The five'phases are:

(1) En
,

trance, (2) Diagnosis, (3) Technical Success, (4) Examination of Meaning
for Self and (5)*Reintegration.

These five phases explore

some of the

psychological milestones in positive supervision for both the supervisor
and the supervisee.

The above phases were summarized from two studies of positive super,

vision, one from a supervisee's point of view (Herrick, 1977)
from a supervisor's viewpoint (Squires, 1978).

and one

The results are generally

consistent with findings of the investigators in the fields of'counselor
education (e.g., Kell and Mueller, 1966), social work (e.g., Pettes, 1967),
psychiatry (e.g., Ekstein and Wallerstein, 1958), and teacher education
(e.g., Goldhammer, 1969), and are similar to other typologies in the
literature (Horgan, 1971; Gross, 1974; Schuster et al, 1972).

First we will describe the initial three phases of a positive,supervisory expgrience.

Next, a vignette illustrates' the three phases from

a teacher's viewpoint.

After examining the lasttwo phases of a positive

supervisory experience, a vignette is provided which illustrates key

ideO from a supervisory's viewpoint.

t.

.

Entrance

What happens at the beginning of a positive supervisory experience?
From the teacher's point of view, there is initial anxiety stirred up by
the expectation of being judged.

The supervisor also experiences anxiety,

although this anxiety is somewhat relieved as the supervisor creates a
relaxed atmosphere and'disaibeS with-the-teacher...his/her expectation of
the format and the task at hand;

As this discussion continues, the super-

visor comes to a positive acceptance of the teacher's capabilities, intentions and intuitions.

As the initial format and tasks are defined the

teacher becomes more relaxed, open and "trusting.
/4

Diagnosis

The supervisor, through discussion and observation, actively engages
the teacher in exploring the teacher's professional behavior, self-assessed
needs and supervisory history.

Congruent perceptions about problems; stra/

tegies and solutions are generated between the supervisor and teacher.
As diagnosis is going on, the supervisory relationship is being
strengthened.

The supervisor uses the teacher's interactions with the

supervisor as an indication of problems and /or conflicts the

be having with students.

eacher might

The supervisor shares these perceptions with

the teacher.' The perceptions form the, initial focus in the supervisory
proceSs,t, the teachers interaction with students.

The supervisor experiences

empathy with the teacher's situation .and is able to comOunicite a sense
of c..:ring to the teacher.

However, there is respect on the supervisor's

part for the 'teacher's autonomy, and integrity.

The jeacher feels the

LI

format of supervision is sufficiently structured'and feels the supervisor's
support.

This quality encourages both supervisors and teachers to examine

actions, feelings, attitudes and conflicts which occur in their professional
work.

Technical Success

During the diagnosis phase, areas about which there is some concern
have been identified by both supervisor and teacher.
have been generated by the teacher.

Possible solutions

During the technical success phase,

the teacher has improved the instruction/learning process through a change
of behavior patterns and increasing technical competence.

Thus, the

focus of this stage is on the improvement of the teacher's instructional
patterns with students in valued goal areas.

There are a number of important activities addressed during this
stage.

The supervisoi initiate, active interventions in areas where the

teacher is in need of assistance and is ready to learn.

The teacher is

free to accept or reject specific suggestions and/or directions from the
supervisor.

The supervisor makes available his/her professional knowledge

4,7,3

and expertise as the need arises.

consistent with his/her a

The supervisor's interventions are

personal style and are made with sensitivity

to the teacher's current needs and readiness to accept new learning.

Mistakes from both parties can'be made without fear of failure;
feelings can be explored withoitt questioning the worth of the individuals.

The feedback the teacher receives from the students is positive and supports the teacher's initial changes.

16
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The supervisor indicates through

action a belief that the supervisor's relationship with the teacher is a
model for the teacher's relationship to the students.

The teacher may

-thus choose to incorporate some of the supervisor's behavior into inter;actions with the students.

Student Engeged_Time - A Beginning Elementary Teacher's
Experience with Supervision
-So far, we have discussed the psychological content of a positive

supervisory experience; we have emphasized the human dimensions of building
a supervisor relationship.

In this section, through .a vignette, the tech-

,

=nical- contest of the supervisory experiende is introduced.

This technical

content is derived from research which relates observable classroom
behavior to student performance.

The vignette seeks to describe the

'emerging competence in the technical aspect of professional teachers'

role performance and the progression through the first three phases of a
positive supervisory experience.

Student engaged time, according to Huitt and Segars (1980) involves
tw

factors:
4.

AD

the amount of time allocated for an academic subject
the amount of time students are actively working on an assigned

ask.
be'er

ly, the research indicates that first and third graders could spend

Alp to approximately 140 minutes a day engaged (actively working on) reading
..and language arts activities and 95 minutes a day on mathematics in order

to produce gains on Standardized tests (Huitt and Segars, 1980,

.

11).

"The amount of time allocated to these activities needs to be somewhat

more as students generally don't attend to the task 100% of the time.,

17
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Generally, students paying attention an average of 75 to 85% during a
class period would be considered about optimal.

These findings can be

used as tentative standards for teachers and eNtpervisors to use in
vision.

super

However, as standards, they cannot be applied indiscriminately

to all teachers in all situations.

To be effective, the use of standards

must rely on professional sensitivity by supervisors and teachers alike.

Let's listen as Tom, a beginning teacher, descriAS his experience
of a clinical supervisory cycle using the technical content of student
engaged time.

To-set the scene, Tom had met with the supervisor (in this

case the elementary principal) on two other occasions.

During the first

occasion the principal_had discussed with Tom the district's policy for
the supervision of beginning teachers and the specifics of how the princi
pal would implement that policy.

They had talked about both participants'

expectations for supervision and set.up the first supervisory cycle.

After the first cycle Tom and the principal agreed that it. would be profit
able to take a more indepth look at the'patterns.of time use in the class
room.

Here is Tom's report of the second clinical supervisory cycle which

took place during February of Tom's first year..

Aga the iiiitzt zupatazony e.ye,ee, Galt (the principal) thought we
might take a took at how students weite using time in the class/Loom.

agued.

I

Beacdes, &U was the boss, and I was having tkoubte keeping the

/Leading yaws and the nut

the class body. at the same time.

I'd oak

with one heading group and cocked never seem to have enough amksheet4 to

18
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9

keep

-th-e-otheit---kids-busy.

Even then, someone 0114 always Poling mound,

and I'd have to stop the group and get the

Ws back to won:fr.I-had__

worked hod on setting up activity centeitAs .(.n the class &tit kids to do

ante the toottksheets, but these olio Caused some pubtems, because some-

'times the dinections weren't aeon (it's hand to wtate directions

ion

thi)td g/tadetts) and 40 they'd come and ask me -- again intattupting the

group.
Vu/ang the prteconliettence, Bitt and I tatked about this.

He began

by commenting on what.a tot oil wick I'd put into the centers, and that

during his
as Wett

.lust obstration, the centeits appeared not to be.wonking out

eipe6tid--India-thatrqd-A-thde.---I-waz-atieved-tikt--

he thought I was clang a good job.

He asked mo. to explain some oil my-

goats und-puttposes_lion constnucting the centem.

Basically, I said I wanted

to use them as an en./achment experience (perhaps the ilancy tenni mad .im-

press him) We kids wee through with thein..wonksheets &tom the heading
group.

He' told me that .1.t too fzed Wm what I wanted to do was to keep

the kids busy on a. variety oil activities whil had to do with /Leading.
I agated with that one too.

Bat explained that he would come in and ba.,My "eyes" in the seas
during a /Leading peniod.

He would nectvid once every two minutes, what

each child in the ceassnoom was dam acconding to the iollowing scheme:
/Leading vamp
1 2 - wottking on wo/tkaheet
3 - waking in activity center/. anew
I gave kim the names oil kids in each oil my three /Leading grumps and the
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seating chaAts. Then-he wooed atso make anX by the kids a.° wee paying
.attention on doing theiA work, and an 0 aita the kids who wgicen't. He

said he'd Aeptoduce a copy Wet the obsavation. Then we'd took bon.
pat-two in fhe data. Wet; it sounded a tittte compticated, but I iiguAed
he knew what he ttta doing.

what thi kids we'
.g/coupa .

Be , des it might be inteAesting to Aeatty know

doing white my back was to them &ming the /Leading

We act the time bon. the °Natation.

Weill, I knew he was coming.

So, I waked hand on making 4;../te that

the diuction4 6oft, the activities it the centeii we/Le undeutandabte. I
even fAi.ed them out- on a 404 fu:ds be6cAe the day.
--they-undeAstood.

They showed me that

theiA _names on the bottom olf the acids so

that itS oche kids had questions, they woutcln't have to inte/aupt me.
'Why dic:n't I think of that 400na.
Next, I made we the WW2-sheets not onty A.e,ix6oAced
H

the skis I

teaching, but atoo that they wee .inteimsting. I even-pupped the

Las a LittE' .e on what woad happen when the pninc,ipat came to visit.
.

r

-fte wowed sit at the side °If the A4om and take notes, and that the students
, t.
.wee to pretend he was just a del?4k. on a chair.. The kids thought that was

latatY iunnY
And that is what happened. I wasn't bothaed by him taking notes.
1.knew what he- was taking notes

.into Aoutine.

on. Aga a Ow knuta things oettted

a tittte nervous, but my extu pupa/urtiona hetped
me ieet mom coqident. And the kids seemed 14 want to "took good OA
IyaA

-the mincipat". 1 Aeatty had .a heightened sense olf what I was doing,
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AIM

eApeelatty those tittte Atio I made.
th.4 tooking.at thi

But then I aemembeted that Bitt

students and not atme. Aga °bantling, he sited

and teg.
4.

I

RUA WitiOadOUt what he had Sound out. Aga school I picked

up the 1Sitted in obseavatton sheets and tooliapok tit them.
complicated.

It kVA

At the bottom oi the AheetAtoike Aome not. Total engage-

ment xate.

oit cLass 70%.

ment irate

oh.

Engagement /tote 6cor rreadinggrroups 90k Engage-.

facts waking on worksheets 50%.

.

Engagement /Late

Attl-

,

dents on centers -601.
0

We had decided to meet the next'day Ot the po4t-con6mence during
one o'S ry panning petiodA.

I had jotted down some notes about the

observation sheets but I waA cutiouA and a tittte AmpiciouA aboutthe

numbem.

Whzt did they memn?

numbem?

I decided to wait and see, but I woutd also have my delSenseA

Would I neceiVe my /Latina on just the

Son jut using numbers to deteitminea Aat1:::g at the /ready.

I came into Biti's olgice - he 41aA Aet up to work at the ealSetekia

.tabte he had clang onelatt on which therm wee totA otS piettomA o
in the schoat.
abaupt.

kids

We got night to the task at hand, it almost seemed too

Bill did most olS the tatkingsat the beginning oi the conlieunce.

He aeviewed with me how he had aecoadd the data.
cated when I saw it yesterday).
att the. engagement /rates.

(It ;rat Looked comptZ.

He went thaough how he had determined

I um icaseinated that thee was att that in-

6orma2ion about just one imatt aspect oiS teaching.

SLU htte6ty /reviewed

a tittte off the irizeaneh and gave me copies off some off the/Ewa/tett
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Wel/ -.1).

amides that he had checked out

the sChoot's libutAy (in my name).

He talked aboulthestandatd ot5 In to 85% engagement ate and said that
.1 had come putty close.

He cimptimemted the attention I Aeceived.15tom

the kids pail,ticipating ht the reading groups andstated,that he boammui

'

I would soon have the rest clic the class wanking just as welt.

He compli-

mented me on the &at-paced discussion and my ability to putt att the kids

in On comments.

He said they Aeatty seemed to be listening to each

other. -Then he asked how this activity was dit56enent than working on
seatootk-or at the centers.

"Perhaps once we teview the dilgetences, we

can .incorporate more oil what is urotking in your /Leading groups in the

other activities".

"That would pubably help to imptove engagement hate

in those two gtoups".
1.

We came up with the Ottowing

Atading group - teacheAditeeted

di615etences:

.

inteuctive
external pacing by teachet

eveone "knee they were going to poAtitipate.
2.

other groups

seti-directed
no .interaction with others on the task at hand

_____no_oppoAtunity 15ot interaction

eveAyone waking independently
no cleave way o giving rewards to those who did
the work in the way expected.
.

7 had never neatly thought about the ditfifeAtrutgAoups in that way.

Fk6

the list thete doesn't appeo.r to be any 'mason- why .there coutdn't be only
two groups in the classroom instead ot5 three.
in working atone icot students.

That would mean -.less time

And therm didn't:seem to be any 4.p:won

why kids had to work atone at the centers, on even wzit to have me check
their worksheets, except that RU4 the on iginal way I set it up.
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I mentioned these to Bite white discussing

the

Lit.

He

saZd they

wee great, that I zhoutd .t'y some diLOtent allumgeme'ntz and zee how
He obleted only one piece oi advice, and that MA that I

they waked.

should Lace the room white conducting the reading group.

he zaid, "lust

that

took to a misbehaving kid .14 ace.

The_con6ekence time'was

'Tay ogee,

406

Sittasked me to my out a Lew

getting short.

ofc the .ideas we had diAcurted and to Let him krow how

they tanned

*owe.

He'olqeted to tetutn.to the class when things cZete going zmoothty with

the changes 7 Kt4 going to
atwayA open

try.

J15 I needed. any

assistance,

hiz doors slab

beLone and aCtek zchoot, of by appantmemt during my pupa-

tat:on period.

I LW:the olqiceowith a Lew

minutes tat bepte

the

next

doss.
7 axis excited about the new took

at

my classroom and about the things--

1 waz Auxptized that we. lust came up with a Lew
I had_44Pgv eked._---atz

ideaz but nothing Aptly

spe

teacher about some oL my id

Lie.

I will cheek with the other

wasn't

grade

to see £ she has any othet £dea4 on. comments.

I amPbeginning to tuAt Sitt a Latte mote.
queztionz to aok, yet

thiAd

He teemed to

dogmatic about the arusava.

enough tope, yet '7 dOn't ieetiout on a limb atone.

know the tight
He

gave me

7 got back to my 400M

lust az mictass tptutnediaom mcmic.
,

"To 'Continue

In this section,we introduce the last two phases of a positive super
,

misor sY

experience:

-.

examination of meaning for

elf, and reintegration.

'These two phases describe what can happen in a positive supervisory -:
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ationship after the supervisor of the teachei experiences technical
_ .
These phases:may-not happen in all supervisory experiences,
.

.

succese.
;-;-

.

.

-mor-Aoes the peirchologjoal processes described need to be part of the
--Verbal
interchange between supervisor and teacher.
...
,

..

it

What we have found

.

.

.

.

isithat in supervisory experiences that supervisors and supervisees
categorize ask-positive, the experiences will resemble the description.

Tbie-descriptioe of a positive supervisory experience is followed
ty,a vignette from a supervisor's viewpoint which addresses the technical
Content of student success, one of the most important instructional

Trodeseyariables (Bloom, 1976; Skinner, 1968), and shows some of the
:,-Meanings one supervisor experiences during the last two Phases of super.,

*titan.
liaiitation=of_Meaning for 'Self

4gringthis foUrth phase in a positive supervisory experience the
4ocub of the supervisor-teacher interaction shifts -from a concentration
,Aonthe_teacher's interaction with students to an examination of the per-i
-1-vonatimeanings_ evolving from the teachers' and/or supervisors' improving

professional practice.

In examining the meanings of improved professional
.

,practice the teacher/supervisor may reveal personal conflicts, and un-

certainties as well as,personal history which expands the range of content
-ywhich ilvacceptable between teacher and supervisor.

The teacher/supervisor

;becomes aware of how specific feelinge, beliefs and attitudes can inter-

fere with, or facilitate interactions with the

other and students.

4&!the.tescher/supervisor in this state, experiences change not only in
1profeesional skill and knowledge, but also in self-perceptions.
.

_
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Tfius,

Personal and professional growth- -for- -both supervisor and supervisee

evolve from this shift to-a more personal level, and foster a deepening
of the supervisor - supervisee relationship.

The supervisor is aware of

this shift, and uses the exploration of the personal considerations,toward
the goal of improving professional performance; however, the teacher's/
supervisor's. personal concerns are not necessarily, resolved.

Although

the content of.the.Supervisory sessions had expanded,.the supervisor is
aware of controlling the depth of his/her involvement, thus maintaining
tbe:objectivity necestary"to.reflect on further changes in a professional
manner.

The supervisor, 410ringthis phase, examines the changing nature
1

Of'his/her role with- he teacher.

The superVisor simultaneously feels

mote freedom and more caution in the! relationship.

The supervisor is

:gratified by the increasing technical competence of the teacher and thus
feels that the format -and content can be lesa structured.

On the other

hand, _the'superVisor is cautious while exploring the more personal territory

of the teacher's individual concerns; concerns which are only tangentially
related to profesSional performance., For the supervisor, there is a
heightened sensitivity to the teacher; the relationship deepens as a
result.
`Reintegration

During this stage, botb.supervisor and teacher consolidate the knowledge, the increased professional performance, the heightened self-awareness and the Self-examinatiOn into their professional repetoires and ,
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perSonal lives.

The constructive tension of dealing with professional

concerns through personal conflicts in the fourth phase is reduced.
Satisfaction is communicated.

.

_

Learning and growth-areevident in the supervisor, the teacher and
the student.

The feedback from students continue to be positive and

problems move toward a solution. The teacher has become aware of how
specific feelings, beliefs, attitudes and behaviors can interfere with
or facilitate interactions with students.

The teacher has to assess

chiftes in his /her behavior in terms of the impacton the Students rather
than in terms of winning supervisory approval.

The teacher experiences

-competence, self - confidence and trust in_his/her professional judgement.

The teacher and supervisor have explored and come to fuller understanding
about personal conflicts which affect the performance of a professional
role.

The teacher /supervisor is more open and less dogmatic.

This

expanded conception of the selfbi the teacher or supervisor has been
integrated into the professional practice of each.

The teacher-supervisor

relationship has come to resemble that of colleagues.

Both teacher and

superviior have become more autonomous.

The supervisor's positive experience valida_es and reinforces his/her
philosophy and approach to supervision.

The. supervisor generally becomes

more trusting and open to the supervisory:-relationship and process.
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Student Success and a Teacher's Standards --.A Supervisor's Experience
No one will quibble with the idea that students should be successful
in school.

Yet, the institution of the school does sort and rank students

according to various standards:

some pass, some fail.

This tension

between assisting students to learn and requiring them to perform "up
to.standard" provides one tension explored by the supervisor and teacher
in the vignette.

There is also-research, which the supervisor in the vignette will
tap, to assist the teacher in dealing with this tension more appropriately.

Huitt and Segars (1980) suggest that students experience various levels
of success in classrooms.

One study (Fisher, Marliave, and Filby, 1979)

suggests that some students spend as little as four minutes a day at a
high success rate in reading, while others spend

en times that amounts

On the other hand, Huitt and Segars review research which suggests that
"errorless learning" may not lead to optimal learning.

What is suggested

is that stueants need to have successful experience both in their practice
exercises and unit tests if they are to perform well on standardized tests.
Other factors, such as modes Of instruction and students' characteristics,

need to be taken into account when considering student success in the
supervisory process.

,What follows is Robert's, the principal; report of-his experiende
supervising Mary, a. tenth -grade English teacher who has:been teaching for
three years.

Robert has supervised Mary during those three years and has built a
working relationship based on a knowledge of Mary's teaching style.
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Out pteconeaence ended with Many ',stating quite adamantely that
ishe had .sto_ndettcLA iot Rya-tins

te;bte not gd.ing to be etwaiged

We

4

had agreed, darting .the .ten minute ptecon6eitence to take a took at students in .heA. tenth -grade c.t444s who were 4suacesiAseut in meeting .tho4se

wtiting Astandakds.

The observation would be held .1.ri three days time

when 4students would be wicking in-groups on connecting the-1A coating'
assignments.

The,etas.stoom ob.seAvatZon citus onty one pant oe out data

cotteatton Wont; we also weAe cotteating eatden..5 oe ,student compositions

to-take an indekh,took at\students' ptognms in coating dwang the past
44 months, a pro feet initiated by the Engtidsh 6acaty. And there
also hen oxide book.

rasa

.

She had become. adamant about the Astandatds ',she. had

set. We hitd known

each athen. pkollea,sionatiy 6on three years andlial-isaccu;seuity-compteted,,

a nUinbet oe .supeAvi.sony cycte.s.

Het classes were ptea.sant,otdenly, task-

otien.ted, and she axes able to convey a tea( ifeeting eon. the beauty oe the
English language. to het students

ways that thiy cooed understand.

At

times, heic. ctas,6e4 wen.e_4lightly mechanical, but no one would question
het competence e and dedication.

In Lt. ght oe owt, previous expeifience, the

adamant reaction about mo2ntain.ing .standaitds :.was incongituows.

What appeate to be at .issue hem. /4.124 that .students were not Bute fitting

Maty'As expectations of mitten compo4ition. This may be happening -ion a
numbed oe reasons:

Mary's insticuction needed ,Imptoving, the meanings

Many gave. to the ideas

,standarcds, the_ amount oe time ,students were

upending on the act-Nitta, etc. Perhaps there a an inherent conictict

.3)

helm oi hetping AtudentA Aucceed and abo nequixing that they be graded
acconding to whether they had attained a centain atandand.

Schoo!4, aster

atL, 40Atatudent4 (pale and' ait) as weft as aaaiat in theA teaAning.
Those re two "hats" that are dit5gicutt to wean ... I know Strom my pneviouA
Ao

as vice-p. incipat otS diaciptine.

1 coutd zee come oi the came ieetinga

coming acnoAA that I had when I peat took the "diaciptinattan" job.
moat have clean nuteA.
go out of5 controt.

We moat ent5once them.

"We

OtheAutiae, the achOot will

And it will be my Sault On not enioAcing the AuteA."

The came kind oi ttnAion may .be at work, in Many'A CIAAWOM.

Vuning the etawoom obAenvation, Many reviewed the maim AtandandA
Strom an overhead tnanApanency and then divided the kids into paba to
coAneet each othen'A papeAa.
___pAooineading_Aoutine.

at the4xeconeicence

This appeared to le a ptequentty used

I went around .the /Loom to the chadten idendged

to zee what they WCAe doing and talk with them, and

reviewed. thein.iotdenA.

Many went'wheice ckZ2d'.en coked ion help.

I made

a note on my seating chatt Many had given me oi who Many helped, and I
made hniei notes on What was in the "cumutative" writing Solders
Let me aconmartize come oi the pattennA I noticed

.

Many'A etaAA =-

I'm acme theme weite also ahem -- then backtrack to come oi my own ieetingA,

neactionA and *nap I attached to thou patterns.
appear to be any puvoae Son paining the atudenta.

(1)

There did not

Fon example, two <stu-

dent:a WerLe paiited together who both had <spelling problems -- they had a

diiiicutt time'catching the other's miatahea.

(2), Therm u

no explanation

nequined o6 on given 'by <student:a to each °then about theamiitaktA.
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(4 Mae

appear to be any Apecige goats that the e1a44 a4 a

whote, on Apeci6ic individuat4 weit..e.aiming at.

(4)

success but students' cwnutative 6otdeit ? aLL appeared

the standanda

Rom- data in the

AttaCe446a

in meeting

however, they appea aned to have .this abaity 6nom theift

gnat composition.

(5)

Fnom the students I Wind to, about 60% o6 the

students in the etaAA Sett the idea-o6 AtandardA was an imposition on
hon.

It was an onerous

task and they didn't see the point.

Welt, white

some o6 that is just gAiping, there .seemed to be genuine coniwsion in the
students' minds about the purpose of the waiting 4tandand6.

(6)

Many's

own explanation to students she was woding with was you'tt need thi4 ion
cottege on to get emptoyment.

It W44 odd that Many Ahoutd'Atitt be

supplying Aationate to gain commitment to these mit* standands when
they had been the Focus of etas attention bon some time.
Upon-teaving-the:_elas.s,_l_unde&stood a tittte mote about Many's 6Aastrac.

tion with the miting 4tandand6.

However, I surmised that the standards

We/met the Aatient issue at oil, but the &Let that these tenth -grade students weren't cooperating, and indeed weren't .learning.

And Many's 6nustna-

tion stemmed 6nom the students not learning -- at .least that was my hunch.

She may see the 4ta4gmts' actions as a &ejection of what she iA trying to

teach, peAhaps even a nejectiono6 hen WW2, in that direction.

Het

being so adamant in the ptecon6ekence may be another indicatono6 hen

ieetagA of Nistirotion.

Them may be a cycle hue.

Hen students aren't succeeding, she ieetA
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if/twstrurted, she Jsn't succeeding, she keeps tAying, though teas and Leads.

Thws, the class activity descends into itituat.

Perhaps I 41wutd mention

this in -the past-conifeicence. The .six patterns identiiied above would

41epott doing it.' I played out such a eoniaenee 4eenalcio in my mind.
I AtoAted to. ilea deptez4 ed. She has pnobabty &tied to get oui.oi
.cycle and &cited .

Slanging it up would iceinikee the iattute .

I mean,

why cait't lthe see wkrt Ls happening.. I ieee iftwitic.ated and angry with
ha £n my own imagineAy scenario,

the acme way I suspect that 4he ed.'s

Nut/rated with heir, 5tudint4.

It's at this point that something clicks, my own patterns o6 reaction
bee:. me clean to me.

I am Looking Ott putztAation icatheit. than .succe&s,
ki

because that is what Many diAeated my attention towand6; I have A.61..niotited

that through the pattana I ob4aved, in the ctauttoom and the imag...*inay

I=
con6aenee scenario.. I was not conscious on aware that Mary's deiiation
ol-th-e-ptobtem-wa4---becoming-my-own.__I_need #o tL.ecogn.tze .thi.4 1n advc

to be able to sneak the pattern, and to sneak the cycle of ituaticatton,N

ion my.seti, with this new undmstanding.
It wa6 inteitesting to took back and see how I had iooted myself into

thinking I was tookirig ion success -- the ob4avItion oi students who wde
succeeding, .the gap!. I -tclenttiied

the astute-ton of students not being

paiited with a purpose, the empha4i6 on Many'! Patti-teat-ton of the 4standands.

Ve.6 they wae ate patterns, but ate patteAns that iteinimeed the <students'
tack of achievement and Mary's ituatication.

I decided those wae not the patterns to shake in the ottoul-up
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cOntleitence.

Instead, I thought back to the observation to took 4ok. pat-

teAnS which -did-show AUCCe44.

was concerned about them.

There were the whiting standards and Malty

The students did have 4oldeks iot

cumutative

,mead of that main°. The students did go thkoug. h the motions o4
connecting each other's pape1i6 - cextainty .saving the teacher much time.
There were students in the crass who had mastered the stondakda - a potentiat ke.6oukce. The standards were mitten down and skated with the

students. It was beginning to 144:t together in my head. Now, the pkoblem

was how to get Maky to see and utilize the potential

these po<ative

patterns duking the con4eitence.

Amy was inu.s.tAated and perhaps even a tittle confused.

She would

not be abte to think dewily untie some 04 that- had been defused.

1

__coutd_pkomote- veniing-tke_i9w4-tication-z- but,:dee,idid not to. -It inighi--

keiniokce the cycee o4 ikusttation and set the conic/tenet o44 on the wrong
emotionat foot. Besides, she probably had vented her putstkations on

she was tookimg 40t a way out o4 the 4kustkation and

.so at the beginning 64 the contieA4nce 1 decided to be very directive with
the agenda. That may provide the At/meta/Le and sectate ieeling to exptoice
some options. Vwting the kat paitt of the conference I would ask he/t.

to /meat the teacher who was beat able to communicate a concern sot the
standards

This would attow me mote insight into hut deiinition

oi standards and might take hen mind o44 the pnesent 4.i.tua.tion. Then 1
thought o4 sharing some 64 the keseakch, on student success: and 4,t6 ,impor-

tance on Learning, There are tots of :implications and meanings to exptohe
with Many around the research- 4.1nding that gene/tatty students spend .004.
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C

50% os thei4 time on tasks which provide 04 high AUCee44.

vitt be -able to tie that into hvt deseitiptionoiS

I 4aspect we

piteviou4 teacheit.

AiStet tho4e points are raised then I iuUL discuss the positive patteAn4
-(the second .set) and then- bitain4tottm with Mary ways that those patterns,

-.and the .intentions ISolt succeeding

helping students attain those .stan-

=dards can be maize isatty_iteatized. The ite.sealt.ch wilt be heti:7W a

e4tabtaking tho4e 90024.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*.

*

have just .seen Malty in the hat two weeks alSten our isottow-up conivtence. She itepcotts that she iseetz, excited beeau.se she 4,6 able
see
hei

students-' ptogites.s toward attaining tho4e mitag standards and in

-.partt because she imptemented some (4 the ideas we generated during -the

congexence. _o/z. me, its giteat to .see her excited about her success again.
I have a ISeeting" the students axe excited d24o.
I have 9/town inothi4 expeAience aLsb. I am mote aware (4 my own

pattem4

interaction and my .sudsciptatkitity to "buying into" A pa/Wm-

:tax teac.heie.s way (4 tacking at a pubtem.

I see moetetike a tuning

io4k that. Itesonate4 to other sounds . That .Z4 he-tpiu2, as I can emp
-4411.th ahem.' way (4 viewing the world. On the other hand, it may Lead me

minioitce cyctes o iSitustita,tion which Wive evident hem.. I am mote
44442/Le ot5- thi4 pattern now.

Perhaps. I should have .shafted my own thought

poces.ses with May 40' she could conpm that my hunches next on the
aright

hack.
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............

.Vuting the Last ,two weeks I have noticed and mentally chakted my
iceacti.on.s to others.

I am Outing that this way of thinking i6

becoming

-mote "natutat" and mote habituat; it doesn't Oa Asttange anymote.

Because

-,-...

...

of the .succeas with Many, I lieet mote coniident aboutloing Asupeitvision.
1 am mote Au/Le about what it means to emphasize the Pasiti.ve through my

,own thought processes, and also in Atkuctuting asituation.s liott. ahem to
do the dame.

It's a quiet ieeting oi a job welt done.

0
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SUMMARY.

There are two contents of 'any supervisory
relationship.
nical -content is what is to be improved.

content of supervision

The tech-

In our vignettes the technical

was student engaged time and student success.

This technical content can be derived from
research which relates observable behavior to student performance.
The psychological content deals
with how the supervisoi and teacher think
about their interactions and
Improvements.

We have-suggested that there are five
phases within a
a

positive supervisory experience which
may provide a map.of some of the
ton-defile a supervisorand
teacher will experience. The technical and
psychtlogical content, however, are not
separate and distinct.

The supervisor needs to be able to use his/her
own reactions, feelings
and instincts'as well as analytic skills
in exploting with the teacher
both aspects of the supervisory experience.
sensitivity and care, both supervisor-and
their skill in performing

If supervision is done with

teacher can grow -in -terms of-

a professional role and in their comfort in
the

ever expanding range of possibilities open to
them.

Students benefit and
the school as an organization
comes closer to its goal.
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